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In the probabilistic theory of information, measures of information depend only 
upon the probabilities of the events, whereas in the nonprobabilistic theory these 
measures depend only upon the events. In a new, mixed theory of information the 
measures of information are assumed to depend on both the probabilities and the 
events. In this paper we consider measures depending upon a n-tuple of events and 
upon a finite number of n-ary complete, discrete probability distributions and 
characterize these measures of information only by two properties: by a recursivity 
condition, which states how the information changes by splitting one event of 
a system (one outcome of an experiment, market situation etc.) into two events, 
and by a weak symmetry condition (no regularity condition is assumed). Our 
result generalizes all recent results on this topic and especially we get from this 
one theorem a lot of characterization theorems for some well-known (purely 
probabilistic) information measures like the Shannon entropy, the entropy 
of degree a, the inaccuracy, the directed divergence, and the information 
improvement. @i: 1987 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The best known information measures are entropies and deviations (like 
Kullback’s directed divergence or Kerridge’s inaccuracy; see [8, p. 200]), 
but information measures, depending upon three or more probability 
distributions, seem to have fewer applications (perhaps information 
improvements are exceptions, see [ 8, p. 213 ff; and 253). Thus we concen- 
trate our considerations on information measures depending at most upon 
two probability distributions. 
Real valued functions satisfying the functional equation 
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on D x D, are called information functions of degree (c(, /3), a, j E R or 
simply IF(rx, /?); here 
and 
D,={(a,b):a,b,a+b~(O, 1)). 
For a discussion about an appropriate domain of an IF(cr, /?) we refer to 
[ 111. These IF(c(, fi) play an important role in characterization theorems 
for deviations since every semisymmetric and (a, B)-recursive deviation 
leads to an IF(a, j3) (see [S, 111). In the last years all IF(a, /J) have been 
determined in several papers. To get a better survey we present these 
results in the following theorem [S, case CC = 0, /? E R; 7, case CY # 0, 1, fi E R; 
11, case c1= 1, b#O; 12, case cc= 1, /?=O]: 
THEOREM 0. The general solution of (1) on D x D, is given by 
F(u, v)=~,Q,v)+~~u”v~+b(l -u)“(l-v+b, if a#& 
where 
lj(U,v)=uL(U)+(l-u)L(1-u)+uI(v)+(1-z4)1(1-v), 
if cc=1 and /I’=O, 
$(u, 0) = 0 if a#1 or /3#0, 
and by 
1 
cp( v) + co8 + b( 1 - v)” - b u = 0, 
F(u, v)= cp(v)+ava+b(l -v+b u E (0, 1 ), if tl = 0, 
cp(v)+&+d(l -v)P-b u= 1, 
where 
cp(u) = 0, if B#O, 1 
cp(v)=ul(v)+(l-u)1(1-v), if p=i 
cp(u) = 41 - fJ), if p=o. 
Here a, b, c, d are constants, L is an arbitrary solution of 
L(ab) = L(a) + L(b), a, b E (0, l] 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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with 
OL(0) = 0 (8) 
and 1 is an arbitrary solution of 
I(ab) = l(a) + I(b) (9) 
for all a, b E (0, 1). Moreover, we follow the convention 0” = 0 (throughout 
the paper). 
Thus we see that for instance an IF( 1,0) is related to Shannon’s entropy, 
to the inaccuracy of Kerridge and to the directed divergence of Kullback, 
that an IF(a, 0), c( # 0, 1 is related to the entropy of degree CL (see [S]), that 
an IF( 1, y - l), y # 1 is related to the inaccuracy of degree y [ 181, that an 
IF(y, 1 - y), y # 1 is related to the directed divergence of degree y 1241, 
that an IF(0, /I), /I #O, 1 is related to the entropy of degree fi, that an 
IF(0, 1) is related to Shannon’s entropy, and that an IF(0, 0) is related to 
Hartley’s entropy (see [S]). Perhaps not all semi-symmetric and (CI, fl)- 
recursive deviations may have applications; on the other hand, the 
parameters ~1, p give more flexible measures, if this is needed. Now, in the 
new mixed theory of information-inset theory for short (see [9] for the 
name “inset theory”)-the considered measures of information depend both 
upon the events and their probabilities (cf. [l-4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 191; for 
some applications of this inset theory see [2, 3, 231). One of the purposes 
of this inset theory is to find and characterize mainly inset entropies and 
inset deviations (occasionally inset information improvements), having cer- 
tain useful properties analogous to those of the probabilistic theory of 
information. Again the main problem of characterizing semi-symmetric and 
(CI, /3)-recursive inset deviations can be reduced to the problem of determin- 
ing all solutions of an inset information function of degree (~1, /I), or simply 
IIF(or, /?), a, /I E R. Since in [ 143 all IIF(cr, /?), CL = 0, fl E IIB have been deter- 
mined, the aim of this paper is to fill the gap of finding all IIF(a, j), a # 0, 
/IE R, so that now the inset version of Theorem 0 is known, An immediate 
consequence of this result is our main result, where we present all semi- 
symmetric and (a, /I)-recursive inset deviations. 
When doing this, we noticed that-from the mathematical point of 
view-there is nearly no difference in considering vectors instead of scalars. 
Thus we prove a more general result about IIF(a, /I), tx # 0, /? E lKY’- ‘, 
which implies that we formulate our main result not only for inset 
deviations, but for inset measures, depending upon m probability dis- 
tributions; thus inset information improvements are included in our con- 
siderations. (We remark, that it is also possible to consider inset measures 
depending upon a finite number of n-tuples of events (and upon a finite 
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number of probability distributions). This was done in [ 191; but the proof 
is-considering vectors in an appropriate way--exactly the same as in the 
case of one n-tuple of events.) 
An IIF(cr, p), CI E R, /J E R” ~ ’ is a solution of the equation 
F(xuy,z;u,u)+(l-u)“(l-o)PF x,+-J& 
( > 
=F(xuz,y;r,s)+(l-r)“(l-s)BF 
( 
x,z;u --t- 
1 -r’ 1 --s > 
(10) 
for all (u, r) E D, (u, s) E 0; ~ I, and (x, y, z) ~52~ (we write IIF( if F in 
(10) is only dependent upon the first three variables). Here B is a ring of 
sets (containing, with any two sets, their union and difference, and thus 
also their intersection and the O-set) and 
Q, = ((Xl ,..., x,):xieB,xinxj=O if i#j,i,j=l,2 ,..., u}. 
Moreover, 1 = (1, l,..., 1) and addition, substraction, multiplication, 
division, and powers of vectors are done componentwise, so that we have, 
for example, 
u = (v,,..., u,) (!A.-.Bm) = up,)p. .u$. 
We remark that for an IIF(a, /I) the domain 52, x [0, l] x (0, 1)” ’ is 
simpler and more appropriate than Q2 x [0, 11”’ (see [ 191). The IIF(cr, p) 
is symmetric if 
F(x,y;u,u)=F(‘(y,x;l-u,l-u) (11) 
for all (x, ~)EQ~, UE [0, 11, and VE(O, l)mmml. 
In [9] all measurable, symmetric IIF( 1) were determined, in [ 10, 73 all 
symmetric IIF( a # 0, 1 were found, and finally in [4] all IIF( tl E R 
(symmetric or not) were presented. 
Moreover, in [ 161 all measurable, symmetric IIF( 1,O) were given and in 
[ 191 all symmetric IIF(a, 0), c1# 0 were determined. 
Our results (together with the result in [ 143) contain all these results as 
special cases and thus also the above-mentioned characterization theorems 
for the classical, purely probabilistic entropies and deviations; moreover, 
they include characterization theorems for information improvements (see 
[8, p. 213; 17; 181). 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We suppose in the following that a # 0 and BE R. To determine the 
general solution of (10) we use the following result (see [8, 15, 7, 211): If 
F,, F3: [0, 1) + R and F2, F4: [0, l] -+ R satisfy 
F,(u)+(l-u)“F, =F3(r)+(1-r)‘F4 
(u, r) E D, (12) 
then F, , F2, F3, Fa have the following forms: 
F,(u)= y(cc)d(u)+A,u”+B,(l-u)“+C, \ 
F,(u) = -r(a) d(u) + AZud + B,( 1 - u)’ + C2 
F,(u) = -Y(U) d(u) + A 3~b + B,(l -u)” + C, 
I 
if tx#l, (13) 
FJu)= y(cr)d(u)+A,u”+B,(l-u)*+C4 1 
and 
F;(U) = P(U) + U;ZZ + bi, i=l,2,3,4; ifcl=l. (14) 
Here y(2)= 1 and y(a) =O for a f2, A,, Bi, Ci, ai, b, are constants 
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), d is a real derivation (d(x + y) = d(x) + d(y), 
d(xy) = yd(x) + xd(y)), and cp is given by 
q(u) = uL(u) + (1 - 24) L( 1 - U), 
where L is an arbitrary solution of (7) together with (8). 
(15) 
3. INSET INFORMATION FUNCTIONS OF DEGREE (tl,/?) 
THEOREM 1. Let c( # 0 and p E Iw”~‘. Then F: Sz, x [0, l] x 
(0, 1)” - ’ + R is an IIF( c(, p), if and onZy if there exist functions g, h : B --, R 
such that 
F(x, y; a, v) = $(a, u) + g(y) uduB + h(x)(l - u)” (1 - u)~ 
- 0 u Y), (16) 
where $ satisfies (3) and (4) and L and I (occuring in $) satisfy (7), (8), and 
(9) for all a, bE(0, 1),-l. Both (10) and (11) hold ifund only if g=h 
in (16). 
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Note. The general solution of (9) for all a, b E (0, 1 )“- ’ is given by 
I(a) = /(a,,..., a,) = f .!,(a,), 
i=2 
where 1 2 ,..., I, satisfy (9) for all a, b E (0, 1) [20]. 
Proof: It is clear that a function F, defined by (16) and satisfying (3) or 
(4), is an IIF(a, fl) of the corresponding degree. To prove the converse we 
define for fixed (x, y, z) E Q2, and (u, S) ~0;~ l the functions F,, F,: 
[O,l)+RandF,,F,:[O,l]+Rby 
F,(u)=F(xuy,z;u,o), F&)=(l+#‘F 
( 
s,y;u.& , 
> 
(17) 
F,(u)=F(xuz,y;u,s), F&)=(1-s)liF 
i 
x,z;u,& . 
> 
With these notations (10) goes over into (12) the solutions of which are 
given by (13) and (14). Letting x, y, z and u, s vary again we get from the 
forms of F, in (13), (14) and (17) 
F(x, z; 24, u) = y(a) d(x, z; 24, u) + A(x, z; 0) 22 
+ B(x, z; u)( 1 - uy + C(x, z; u), a#1 (18) 
and 
F(x,z;u,u)=cp(x,z;u,u)+a(x,z;u)u+b(x,z;u), a=1 (19) 
for all (x, z)EQ*, UE [0, I), and UE (0, 1)” -‘. 
If we introduce p = s/( 1 - u), q = u/( 1 - S) E (0, 1)” ~ ’ (note that for all 
P, 4E(O, lY--l, there exist such (0, S)E D;-‘), then (1 - u)(l -p) = 
(1 -u-s)=(l -s)(l -4) and thus (17) implies 
(l-~-s)~~F~(x,y;u,u,~)=(l-p)-~~(x,~;~,~) 
= G(x, Y; u, PI (say), 
(1-u-s)~BF4(x,z;u,u,s)=(l-q) ~“F(x,z;u,q) 
= G(x, z; u, q). 
(20) 
Using the forms of F2 and F4, given by (13), we get from (20) in the case 
a = 2 (since y(2) = 1 ), 
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(l-u--s)-B[-d(x,y;u,u,s)+A*(x,y;u,s)U2 
+ B,b, y; 0, s)(l - 4* + C,(x, y; u, s)l 
=Gb-,y;u,p) 
(1 - u - s))B [d(x, z; U, u, s) + A,(x, z; 0, s) U2 
+ B,(x, z; u, s)( 1 - 24)” + c&Y, z; u, s)] 
= G(x, z; u, q). 
This together with (20) implies 
G(x, Y; u, P) = - Wx, Y; u, P) + A’@, Y; P) u2 
+ B’(x, y; P)(l - d2 + C’b, y; PI 
G(x, z; u, q) = H(x, z; u, q) + A/(x, z; q) u2 
+ B’(x, z; q)( 1 - U)’ + C’(x, z; q) 
(21) 
for all (x, y), (x, z) E Q,, u E [0, l), and p, q E (0, l)‘+ ‘. Here, for instance, 
and 
H(x, y; u, p) = (1 -u - S))B d(x, y; U, u, s) 
H(x,z;u,q)=(l-u-s))Bd(x,z;u,v,s). 
(22) 
A’, B’, and C’ are given similarly, but note, that we have dropped the 
indices of Ai, Bi, Ci (i = 2, 4), since the difference is already indicated by 
the different variables. Since 1, u*, (1 - u)~, and d as a function of u are 
linearly independent (cf. [19, p. 183]), we see from (21) and (22) that 
d= 0. This-together with y(a) = 0 for o! # 2-shows that (18) reduces to 
F(x, z; u, u) = A(x, z; u) ua + B(x, z; u)( 1 - u)’ + C(x, z; u), a#1 (23) 
for all (x,z)~Q~, UE[O, l), and UE(O, l)m-‘. 
If we put the forms of F, and F4, given by (14), into (20), we obtain in 
an analogous way a function K with 
and 
K(x, Y; u, P)= (1 -u-s)-~cP(x, Y; u, u, 3) 
K(x, z; u, q) = (1 - u - s))~ cp(x, z; U, u, s). 
Since for fixed (x, y, z) E Q3 and (u, s) E Or-‘, 
(24) 
cp(x, y; K 0, s) = cp(x, z; k 0, s) 
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(compare (14) and (17)), we get from (24) 
w, y; 4 P) = Mx, z; 4 4) = ax, u) (say). 
Thus (24) implies 
cp(4 y; u, 0, s)= dx, u) (say). (25) 
So (19) simplifies to 
F-(x, z; u, II) = cp(x, u) + a(x, z; 0) u + b(x, z; u) (c(=l) (26) 
for all (x, z)EQ,, UE [0, l), and VE(O, I)‘+‘. 
Now we distinguish three cases: ~l# 1; c1= 1, fi#O; and CC= 1, /3=0: 
(I) We first suppose that a # 1. Substituting (23) into (10) we get 
/4(x u y, z; u) ua + B(x u y, z; u)( 1 - uy + C(x u y, z; u) 
+(l -v)“r”A (& +) +(l-t.l~(l-I-U)~B(x,+-) 
+(l-a)“(l-u)T(x,v;il_;;) 
=A(xuz,y;s)r”+B(xuz,y;s)(l-r)“+C(xuz,y;s) 
(27) 
for all (x, y, z)~sZ,, (u, T)E D, and (u, s) E D;;- ‘. Since zP, (1 -u)‘, and 1 
are linearly independent for CI # 0, 1, we get by comparison of these terms 
A(x”y,z;I;)=(l-s)~A(x,z:~), 
B(x”y,z;v)= -(I-c)“C(x, y-y! 
C(x u y, z; u) = C(x u z, y; s). (30) 
With w=u/(l--)E(O, l)‘+’ and y = 0, (28) goes over into 
4x9 z; u) = A(% z; w) 
VP WP 
= g’(x, z) (say) (31) 
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for all (x, z) E Q2,. Now we put w = u/( 1 -s) and x = 0 into (28) and get by 
(31) 
A( y, z; u) = d. 40, z; WI 
Wfl 
= uD g’(0, z) = ZP g(z) (say). (32) 
Setting x = 0 (resp. y = 0) into (30) we obtain 
C(y, z; u) = C(z, y; s) and C(x, z; u) = C(x u z, 0; s) (33) 
for all (y,z),(x,z)~Q?, and (u,s)ED;-~. Putting z=O into (30) and 
using (33) we get 
C(x u y, 0; u) = C(x, y; s) = C( y, x; u) = C(x u y, 0; s), 
that is 
C(x u y, 0; u) = 4(x u y) (say). 
Thus we conclude from (33), (34), and (29) 
(34) 
C(x, z; u) = -h(x u z), (35) 
B(x, z; 0) = h(x)( 1 - u)fi (36) 
for all (x, z)EL?~ and UE (0, l)‘+‘. Therefore (23) (32), (35), and (36) 
imply 
F(x, z; u, u) = g(z) U~ZP + h(x)( 1 - ?I)P (1 - u)a - h(x u z), a#1 (37) 
for all (x,z)~.Q*, UE[O, l), and UE(O, 1),-l. Thus F has the form (16) 
where $(u, u) = 0. We now extend (37) to u = 1. Substituting (37) and 
y= l-24 into (10) we get 
g(z) LPlJB + h(x u y)( 1 - U)l (1 - u)fi 
+(l-~)~(l-u)~F 
> 
+u”(l-s)“F(x,z;+) 
for all (x, y, z) E Q,, u E (0, 1 ), and (II, s) E 0;; - ‘. Comparing the coef- 
ficients of 24’, (38) implies 
g(z)uS-Iz(xuz)(l-s)B=(l-.ss)v x,z;l,L 
( l-s > 
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or with p = u/( 1 -s), 
Qx, z; 1, PI = g(z) Pj- h(x u z), 
which is (37) with u = 1 (note that 0” = 0). 
(II) Now we treat the case c( = 1 and /I #O. Substituting (26) into (10) 
with y = z = 0 and Y = 0 we obtain after cancellations (note that q(x, 0) = 0 
for all x E B because of (7) and (8)) 
cp(x, UK1 - (141 
for all x E B, u E [0, 1 ), and (u, s) E 0;; ~ I. Suppose that cp(x, U) is different 
from zero. But then-for fixed x E B and (a, s) E 0;; l--(39) contradicts the 
fact, that the functions 1, U, and cp(x, U) are linearly independent (see [ 111; 
note that 1 -(l -s)~#O). Thus 
cp(x, u) = 0 (40) 
and, using this result, substitution of (26) into (10) with r = 0 yields 
=b(xuz, y;s)+(l --s)B [a(x,z:&)u+h(l.z;&)] 
Comparison of the coefficients of 1 and u gives 
=(1-s)“b(x,z;&)+b(xuz, y;s), 
a(*uJ’.z;“)-(l-I:)8b(r,4.;~) 
=(l-.s)“a x z ( ’ :&>- 
(41) 
(42) 
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Adding (41) and (42) we get with c := a + b, u/( 1 -s) = p and 1 -s = q 
4x u Y, z; pq) = W u z, Y; 1 - q) + @4x, z; P) (43) 
for all (x, y, z) E Q, and p, q E (0, 1)“-‘. 
Fixing (x, y, z) E 52, we introduce the functions 
ff(pq) = 4x u Y> z; P4) 
J(q) = 0 u z, Y; l-q), 
G(P) = 4x, z; P) 
(44) 
so that (43) goes over into 
ff(pq) =J(q) + q’@(p), P,4E(O, lY--l. (45) 
Using the symmetry of the left-hand side of (45), we get, as in [ 111, 
G(p) = Apa + B, 
J(q) = Dqp + E, 
(46) 
where A, B, D, E are constants. Letting x, y, and z vary again, we obtain 
from (44) and (46) 
4x, Y; P) = 4x2 Y) P’ + B(x, Y) 
b(x, Y; 1 -PI = D(x, Y) P’ + E(x, y) 
(47) 
for all (x, y) E 52, and p E (0, l)“- ‘. Substitution of (47) into (43) gives 
A(x u y 7 z) ppqB + B(x u y 3 z) 
=D(xuz,y)qB+E(xuz,y)+pBqBA(x,z)+qBB(x,z) (48) 
for all (x, y, Z)E 52, and p, qE (0, l)‘+ ‘. 
Twice using that 1 and pfl are linearly independent for B # 0, we get from 
(48h 
A(x u y, z) = At-7 z), (49) 
B(x u Y, z) = E(x u z, Y), (50) 
D(x u z, y) = -B(x, z). (51) 
Putting x = 0, y = 0 (resp. z = 0) into (49) and (50) (resp. (51)) we obtain 
Ab, z) = A(03 z) = g(z) (say), (52) 
‘%‘V126/2-lb 
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B(x, z) = E(x u z, 0) = 4(x u z) 
D(x, z) = -B(x, 0) = h(x). 
(53) 
(54) 
Finally we set z = 0 into (50) to see that 
E(x, y) = B(x u y, 0) = -h(x u y) = B(x, y). (55) 
From (47), (52)-(55), and the definition of c we conclude 
Nx, y; PI = 4x)(1 - PI” - 0” Y), 
4% y; PI = g(y) P” - Mx u Yh (56) 
4x9 Y; PI = g(Y) P” - 4x)(1 - PY 
for all (x, v) E 52, and p E (0, 1)” _ ‘. Thus (26), (40), and (56) show that F 
has the form 
F(x, y; u, u) = g(y) tfu + h(x)( 1 - u)~ (1 - U) - h(x u y) (57) 
for all (x, ~)EQ~, UE [0, 1) and v~(0, ,)“-I. 
Substituting (57) into (10) with r = 1 -U we get (38), where a = 1. Com- 
paring the terms on both sides, which are constant in U, we obtain 
(1-u)j = dYb” 
or with w = s/( 1 - u), 
m y; 1, WI = g(y) wlr - h(x u Yh 
which is (57) with U= 1. 
(III) Finally we suppose that a = 1 and fi = 0. Substituting (26) into 
(10) with x = z = 0 and r = 0 we obtain 
dY> u) - do, u) 
=b(O,~;s)-b(l.,o;u)+~(O,O;~)-h(O,~;~) 
..[+,o:&)++ y:~)-u(y,O;u)+~(O,o)] (58) 
for all y E B and (u, s) E D;;- ‘. Let us suppose, that the left-hand side in 
(58) is different from zero. Then-for fixed y E B and (u, s) E D;;- l-the 
right-hand side of (58) is continuous in U, since it is of the form A + Bu. 
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Therefore the left-hand side is also continuous and thus of the form 
C[u log u + (1 - U) log( 1 - u)]. But this is impossible except if C = 0. Thus 
the left-hand side of (54) is zero and we get for all y E B and u E [0, 1) 
cp(Y, u) = cp(O> u)= v(u) (say). (59) 
We substitute (26) together with (59) into (10) with r = 0 and get (use that 
q(u) satisfies the classical fundamental equation of information theory on 
D; see [8, p. 1023) 
Comparison of the coefficients of 1 and u yields (41) and (42) with p=O. 
Now we proceed as in case (II) and get, with c := a + b, 
c(xuy,z;u)=b(xuz, y;~)+c(x,z;&) 
or, with p=u/(l -s) and q= 1 -s, 
c(xuy,z;pq)=b(xuz,y;l-q)+c(x,z;p) 
for all (x, y, z) EQ, and p, qE (0, 1)“-l, which is-for 
(x, y, z) E Q,-the Pexider equation 
H(m) = J(q) + G(P), P, qE (0, lY-I. 
Here H, J, and G are again defined by (44). Thus 
J(P) = 0) + 4 G(P) = 4~) + 4 p E (0, l)“- 1, 
where A, B are constants and 1 satisfies (9) for all a, be (0, 1)“-I. 
Letting X, y, z vary again we obtain from (44) and (61) 
4x> Y; P) = 4x, Y; P) + Bb, Y) 
b(x, Y; P) = 4x, Y; 1 -PI + A(x, Y) 
for all (x, y) E 0, and p E (0, l)“- ‘. Putting (62) into (60) we get 
Z(xuy,z;v)+B(xuy,z) 
=l(xuz, y; 1--s)+A(xuz, y)+f(x,z;&)+B(x.z) 
(60) 
fixed 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
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for all (x, y, z) E Q, and (v, s) E 0; - I. Now y = 0 in (63) gives 
I(x,z;v)=I(xuz,y;l-s)+A(xuz,O)+/ x Z’ 
(93) 
or 
l(x,z;l-s)=I(xuz,O;l-s)+A(xuz,O). 
Further, z = 0 in (64) yields ,4(x, 0) = 0 for all x E B, so that we get 
f(x,z; l-.3)=f(xuz,O; l-s) 
and, in particular, 
f(0, z; 1 -s) = l(z, 0; 1 -s). 
Setting z= x=0 in (63) and using (66) we have 
or, with w = v/( 1 - s) E (0, 1)” - ’ and f(w) = I(0, 0; w), 
4y,o; WI = l(w) + 40, y) - B(y, 0) + w 0) 
for all y E B and w E (0, 1)” -- ‘. Thus we obtain from (65) and (68) 
f(x, z; u) = f(u) + A(0, x u z) - B(x u z, 0) + B(0, 0) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
for all (x, z) E Q2, and v E (0, 1)” ‘. But substitution of (69) into (63) with 
y = 0 gives (use that A(x, 0) = 0 for all x E B) 
A(0, x u z) - B(x u z, 0) + B(0, 0) = 0, 
so that 
f(x, z; 0) = f(o), (X,Z)EQ2, UE(O, l)m-‘. (70) 
If we put (70) into (63) then we find 
B(x u y, z) = A(x u z, y) + B(x, z), (4 Y, Z)EQ,. (71) 
Defining h(x)= -B(x, 0) and g(x) = h(x) + B(x, 0) for all XE B we get 
from (71) with z=O or with x=0 
A(& y) = -h(x u y) + h(x) (72) 
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and 
NY, 2) = -0 u z) + g(z), (73) 
respectively, for all (x, y), (y, z)EQ,. From (62) (70) (72), and (73) we 
conclude 
4x2 Y; 0) = 40) + g(y) - 4x u Y), 
b(x, y; u) = I( 1 - II) + h(x) - h(x u y), 
a(x, y; u) = l(u) -1(1 -u) + g(y) -h(x) 
for all (x, ~)EQ* and UE(O, l)‘+‘. This together with (26) and (59) gives 
qx, y; u, u) = q(u) + d(u) + (1 - 2.4) l( 1 - u) + ug( y) 
+ (1 - U) h(x) - h(x u y) (74) 
for all (x, y) E Q,, u E [0, 1 ), and u E (0, 1)” ~ ‘; moreover q satisfies (15). 
But (74) is also valid for u = 1: Substituting (74) into (10) with r = 1 - u we 
get (use that q(u) = cp( 1 - u)) 
d(u) + (1 - 24) I( 1 -?I) + ug(z) + (1 - 24) h(x u y) 
Comparing the terms, which are constant in U, we get 
or with w = s/( 1 - u), 
f+, Y; 1, w) = 4w) + g(y) - 4x u Y), (x, Y)EQ2, WE(O, l)m-l, 
which is the form of (74) for u = 1. Thus the theorem is proven. 
Remark. For completeness’s sake we note that 
i 
v(u) +f(y) up + W)(l - VIP - h(x u u) u=o 
mY;u,u)= cp(u)+g(y)B+h(x)(l-u)B-h(xuy) UE (0, 1) 
cp(u) + g(y) 0’ + k(x)(l - ulB - h(x u Y) u=l 
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(where f, g, h, k: B-P R and cp is given by (6), together with (7)-(9)) is the 
general solution of ( 1) for c1= 0 and /I E R (see [ 141). 
4. SEMISYMMETRIC AND ~-RECURSIVE INSET MEASURES 
In extension of an inset deviation and an inset improvement we consider 
an m-inset measure, which is defined to be a sequence 
S,:a,xr,x(rjj)m-~+R (n = 2, 3,...), 
where 
and 
r, = (PI,..., p, 
i 
): i pi= 1, p;zo, i= 1,2 )...) n 
i=l 1 
c = (PI Y..., 
i 
p,): i pi= 1, pi>O, i= 1,2 ,..., n . 
i= 1 
An m-inset measure S, is called y = (7, ,..., y,)-recursive if 
XI, x2 
+ (PI + P2Y s2 
i i 
Pl P2 
pI+P*’ PI+P2 
(75) 
Here 
i 
= 0 for all q E (0, 1 )“- ’ ). 
(XI ,..., x,) E Q,, 
P, = (Plrr-$3 Pmi) E Co3 ll x (07 l)” ~ ‘5 l<ibn, (76) 
(P11YY Pln)Errz> (Pjl,..., Pi,) E C> 2<j<m 
and rj, sj E (0, 1 ), rj + s, E (0, 1 ), 2 < j < m. For the interpretation of (75) we 
refer to [8 and 93. 
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Moreover, S, is semisymmetric if
then the m-inset measure S, is symmetric. 
It is obvious that for any semisymmetric and y-recursive m-inset measure 
S, the function F: S2, x [0, l] x (0, l)‘+i --+ IL!, defined by 
F(x, y; u, u) = S, 
satisfies (10) (and satisfies in addition (1 l), if S, is symmetric). Thus we 
can determine all such m-inset measures by using Theorem 1 and the 
y-recursivity. 
THEOREM 2. Let y, # 0 and (yz,..., y,) E IR”~ ‘. Then an m-inset measure 
Sn:Q”Xrnx(ry-l + iI% is semisymmetric and y = (y I ,..., y,)-recursive if 
and only if there exist functions g, h: B--t R such that 
= *cp,, ,‘.., P,,) + P:: . ~~221. . . . . P% . h(x, 1 
+ i p;;..pg. . . . 
i=Z 
(79) 
where 
HP 113.“9 Pmn) = i PlilIL(PIi) + ~(P*i,-.? Pmi)l 
i= 1 
if Y 1 = 1, (Yz,..., y,) = 0, and + = 0 in all other cases. (80) 
If, in addition, S, is symmetric, then g = h in (79). Here L (resp. I) are 
arbitrary solutions of (7) and (8) (resp. of (9)) for all a, b E (0, l)m-l and 
(X 1 ,..., -4 and (Pi,..., p,) satisfy (76). Moreover, we follow the convention 
07 = 0. 
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